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From Outsider to Insider:
Studying Academic
Discourse Communities
Across the Curriculum ;:.

~"

Eleanor Kutz
'"

Eleanor Kutz reports Oil a project she developedfor herfirst-year composition course in
which she asks students to become researchers in classes across disciplines, -The stu-
dents undertake an investigation of one of their colleg~~~oursesin order to gain an un-
derstanding of how best to participate in Jlur"work-Oj that academic discourse
community, In presenting the projects offr{ii; ESOI students, EI'le.~h{l.w.s,tMt stu-
dents' insider or outsider status may be tieJlnonu:jose[y to discourse learning than to

The freshman writing course I teach aims to help students draw on their
prior knowledge and experience as language users-in order to adapt to an
academic discourse community in the college, The focus is on discover-
ing the underlying discourse competence they have gained as insiders
a variety of discourse communities-communities where people share
ways of talking or' writing as well as interests, beliefs, and values.
Through the coursework, students see how that competence and the
strategies that underlie it can help them as they work toward functioning
as members of the new academic discourse communities of their current
courses. The curriculum calls for students to reflect on past experiences
in discourse communities, to investigate familiar discourse communities
in which they currently participate outside of the university, and to
studv.fromthf's~TY1prl;",..",,~r~~~--------·· --
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ademic courses and the disciplines these represent. Whereas most stu-
dents choose to focus their academic discourse community studies not
on their writing course but on other courses across the curriculum, one
£SOL student, Quy Houang, decided to focus on the writing course it-
self, which allows us to see some elements of the course design through a

student participant's eyes.

THE CHALLENGE

Like many ESOL students, Quy Houang has memories of difficult experi-
ences in moving from one language community to another. In a memoir,
he tells us of two quite different experiences of school after he came to the
United States. In his first year, he was sent to a bilingual program where
most of the subjects were taught in his native language, and where he "got
along fine" with his American ESOL teacher, even if he didn't quite un-
derstand all that she said. "Because of the bilingual program, 1was able to
adapt to the new environment quite easily." The next year, however, he
attended a school without bilinglital or ESOL classes. There, not surpris-
ingly, he found that "I had a hard time trying to make the teachers under-
stand me. When I tried to say something; and the teachers had no idea
what I wanted to say, I usually got frustrated and gave up." Despite this
frustration, Quy's English continued to improve, and with it his academic
work, to the point where he was accepted for high school at the elite exam
school in the public school system. There, however, he suffered academi-
cally because "my English wasn't even good and 1 had to deal with two
other languages [French and Latin]," and he had to transfer out of the
school. Now, as he starts college, Quy feels confident that he can use both
English and Vietnamese well enough to communicate with others using
either language without much difficulty. But he is still concerned that his
English may not be adequate for undertaking demanding academic work.

Quy's account of his experience points to concerns many ESOL stu-
dents have as they begin their college-level study. He has adapted well
within a sheltered language environment but has not always had aca-
demic success without that support. Though he knows that he is now a
fluent speaker of English who can communicate in the language, he con"
tinues to fear that his English, which he sees as "far from perfect," will
hamper his academic performance. As a graduate of a non-ESOL curricu-
lum in aU .S. public high school, Quy is not identified as an ESOLstudent
for his college study, and yet as he begins his college work, he retains as-
pects of that identity in his own picture of howl1e is situated and what he
faces. Like other students, Quy enters the university with an established
social identity as a student: one that has been shaped by his prior school
experiences. A central aspect of that identity comes from his experience as
____ ~~lrav rv f 'bnO"l1shas a second language, and ids the first thing that he
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points to when he is asked to write about prior experiences with discourse
,._.£ommunities at the beginning of his freshman writing class.

( It is not uncommon for ESOL students to attribute difficulties with ac-
J ademic courses-both current problems and those that they anticipate
L~aving-to their level of mastery of English (Spack, 1997). They see their

problems as unique-as unlike those that native speakers of English en-
counter-and they are most likely to attack those problems with discrete
language-learning strategies. In writing, they may be particularly focused
on grammatical concerns, word choice, and surface errors, especially iJ
these are the kinds of issues teachers' responses emphasized. In reading
they may draw on single-word or sentence-level strategies-looking UF
unfamiliar words in a dictionary, translating sentences, and trying tc
work out sentence-level meanings (Auerbach & Paxton, 1997; Shih,
1992). Even very advanced students like Quy, whose writing displays few
traces of their non-native status, may return to these familiar Ian-
guage-learning strategies when they encounter difficult texts and de-
mandingwriting assignments in unfamiliar disciplines. To the degree that
they respond to their academic experience from the familiar social iden
tity of ESOL student or English-language learner, they are more likely tc
apply those language-learningstrategies for which they've proven their
competence and to attribute ongoing problems to a need to learn more
English vocabulary or to have their teachers mark for correction every
nonstandard surface feature of their writing.

Within the designated ESOL writing courses at our institution, stu-
dents are guided in moving beyond language-learning strategies to 2

broader conceptualization of what's involved in college-level reading
and writing in a second language. But mainstream courses typically give
little direct attention to the needs and concerns of ESOL students, and
mainstream teachers frequently attribute any difficulties these students
may face in courses almost entirely to the fact that English is their sec-
ond language (Zamel, 1998). This attribution confirms students' own
fear that it is their performance as users of a second language that is at is-
sue, and that, as ESOL students, they are outsiders to a learning ente~:
prise to which native speakers are insiders. The effect of approachinj]
their work from within the identity of ESOL student may be to highlight \
the uniqueness of the problems they encounter in their academic 1
courses, encourage their unconscious dependence on language learninj
versus ~~~ii!. ac:ademic ~~rning st:ategies, and discourage alli+"
ances witn: other, non-E"SOt;learners. "

Yet the problems that Quy and other advanced ESOL learners face in
their academic study are not unique. rr:0_E)' __,<l:J:"~_nQUQ_,mychIan-
gu~ge~le{lrning problems as discourse-Ieamingproblems, and they are
bettet:-aplfrolI(tg~Q-::,~itl.L-dtscourselinderstandings and strategies. It i5
those meta-level understandings, and' the discourse strategies that go with
them, that this curriculum is designed to address.
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A DISCOURSE-BASED APPROACH TO WRITING
WITHIN THE COLLEGE CURRICULUM

What does Quy, like other freshmen, need to know in order to move ef-
fectively among his college courses? To put it most simplyJ2~.~Il~,~s!.~to
k!,owhow to meet theexpectatiorls of various faculty ,from various dis-
cipTm:es;-whovviU.teaCh-his-eDurses:Thafmeans he must be able to make
sen§~2f\,Vhat ~-e·reads--a~(rn~~i_~<t~9:~()_respondto assigntuents in ways
that app~Oxiii1;itelh-egeriies_ofs.ttldent writing in--the discipline. To ac-
complish these things within his introductol:)' courses he will need to do

the following:
• Begin to build a relevant framework of content knowledge-key

concepts, terms, figures, methods-that provide the underpin-
nings for each discipline.

• Learn something about the purposes of study in these disci-
plines and how the significant content knowledge relates to

those purposes.
Develop an awareness of the ways people typically talk and write
in that discipline-of how ideas are introduced and organized and
presented, for example-and an understanding of how to partici-
pate in the work of the classroom community.

In other words, he'll need to focus his attention, not on vocabulary or sen-
tence and paragraph structures in isolation, but on how these are shaped,
in this context, by the nature and purposes of the conversations that go on
there. And in order to participate fully in those conversations, he'll need
to develop, like all other insider participants, .a S~~~~_J.:lQt._Qflly_gt~'-!atis
talked about in thiscontcxtJ.!><l1_of whJl ".'l<i how. As he participates, he'll
graduallycome.todevei()i),(ls Welf;n(:waspects ofhis social identity as a
student-and begin locating himself among college sophomores or sociol-

ogy majors or creative writers.In Lives on the Boundary (1989), Mike Rose recounts the experiences of
students at the University of California at Los Angeles who lack these
sorts of understandings and effective strategies for obtaining them. Their
problems-those for which they need "remediation"-are not problems
of intelligence or motivation, nor are they problems of language, even for
those whose first language is not English. In some sense they are problems
of successful students-students who have succeeded at defined academic
tasks in their prior education and who don't understand that their college
courses require a new relationship with what they learn: in a sense, a new
social identity as a learner. Whereas the old social identity of successful
high school student could be achieved largely by completing what was
,,~kpr1 nr :1 comnetent level, the new identity of college student (at least as
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it is seen by professors, and in retrospect by those who have been success-
ful students) involves understanding the meanings behind the assigned
tasks, being able to determine and take on their purposes; and becoming
more of an active learner (in the sense of shaping one's own understand-
ing of a field) than a student who waits to receive what has been shaped.

Studies of students' progress through their college years highlight these
changes, which are often seen most clearly in the cases of nontraditional
students who have had to cover the most distance in negotiating new
identities and new discourses. Marilyn Sternglass, in Time to Know Them
(1997), reports on a longitudinal study in which she followed students
who had entered college through City College of New York's experiment
with open admissions. Although the students she followed took longer
than the traditional 4 years to complete their degrees, by the time they
were involved in upper-division work in their majors, they were writing,
reading, and participating in the work of their disciplines like any other
student. Likewise, Ruth Spack, in "The Acquisition of Academic Literacy
in a Second Language" (1997) shows, from following a hesitant EFL stu-
dent through her college work at an elite university, that initial setbacks
gave way over time t,.q, accomplishment in those very fields that had been
most problematic to start with. Yuko's success was accompanied by her
growing sense that she was g()tting "the big picture" of the field she was
studying while developing her own effective strategies for getting that pic-
ture-for "constructing" knowledge (p. 44). At the same time, students
must come to understand something of the social world they are entering
and social functions that their writing serves as they move across aca-
demic settings, as Lucille McCarthy (1987) found in her study of a fresh-
man student composing in three different courses.

One theme that emerges strongly from such studies, and that's named
explicitly by Spack's student, Yuko, is that one of the things that makes
the biggest difference for students who succeed in various areas of their
academic study is their a,bi1ity.tos~>~s~e ~ig piCture. They need to have a
sense of what the terrain they are attemptingtcnfaverse is like, why it has
the shape that it does (in relationship to the goars of the discipline and the
purposes of sequenced courses within its typical course of study), and how
those pursuing knowledge within the discipline write and think about
their work. Unfortunately, introductory courses, despite their intention
to provide an entry point to work in the discipline, are rarely explicit in
laying out this terrain and in providing the interpretive context that will
allow students to engage meaningfully with the information they find in
their textbooks (Geisler, 1994). Most often, they simply identify students
who are already partially able to perform in the ways in which past suc-
cessful students have performed-who enact. the identity of a successful
student in Psychology 101, for example-and to weed out those who
don't know how to perform in these ways. And this is a problem across the
curriculum. As Sheil;:!Tohi"" fl QQ(\\ c.; .. _.-l !- L -_.. ,~ - .
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dents in other disciplines who had hesitated to venture into science
courses, these introductory courses too often focus on the what without
the why-on facts and algorithms and formulas without much sense of the
purposes for which they would be used.

READING THE BIGGER PICTURE: SEEING
WHAT'S SHARED AND VALUED WITHIN
A DISCOURSE COMMUNITY

How can we help entering students to see the big picture that wiIllet
them make sense of their introductory courses and of their place within
them and within the larger academic setting-that will help them nego-
tiate arid enact new social identities as successful students within these
settings? One answer is to introduce them to a set of understandings
about discourse and discourse communities, including academic ones,
that will let them see that their work as writers and readers in the setting
involves more than attending to surface forms and looking up new vo-
cabulary. These understandings includethe notion that particular dis-
courses-ways of' talking, thinking ••valuing, and enacting a social
identity-evolve in particular contexts (Gee, 1992; Heath, 1983; Kutz,
1997); that once theymove out from the primary discourse of their
homes, people are always in the process of acquiring new, secondary dis-
courses (Gee, 1992); and that they acquire these discourses and the
literacies associated with them through meaningful participation in the
new settings (Kutz, Groden, & Zamel, 1993). Offering students the op-
portunity to explore their own experiences in different discourse com-
munities, both familiar ones in which they are insider participants and
the new ones that they are entering in their academic courses, allows
them not only to participate in meaningful ways in the sort of inquiry
that uses and creates academic knowledge, but also to gain meta-level
understandings about how discourses work and about their own process
of moving from "outsiderness"to "insiderness" as they begin to try on
the discourse of a new setting.

One way of thinking about the discourse of an introductory course is to
see it as an extended conversation about the underpinnings of the disci-
pline-a multifaceted conversation that is carried on through reading and
writing iswell as spealdng and listening, and that not only involves the par-
ticipants in the classroom (the teacher "arid students) but links to
prior/larger conversations (the big picture) in both the discipline and the
broader academic context. Insiders to such a conversation know how to use

. language in ways that let them achieve three important functions of dis-

I course simultaneously: naming and making propositions about the world
in the ways that are typical in this setting; carrying out the intentions and

. purposes that are understood and shared in this setting; and doing both in
I the ways that are seen as appropriate to this setting. (See Halliday, 1978,
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on the ideational, interpersonal, and textual functions of language.) These
functions can be represented, again as the what, why, and how of discourse in
any given context, and they provide a useful tool of analysis for students
who are studying how discourse works across settings.

Returning to Quy, let's see what he has to say about the study of dis-
course communities in freshman ,\vriting, as he looks at how the COurse
works in relationship to these discourse functions. Here's some of what he
tells us about what the course is about:

English 101 composition revolves around the idea of discourse communi-
ties. They arecommunities that we are a part of.They are part ofour every-
day life, even if we are consider outsiders or not in those communities.
Eachdiscourse community has its own characteristics, values, and ways of
communication. People moving from one discourse to the next all the
time, and by looking at and understanding the values of those communi-
ties, wewill know how to act appropriately and being Consideras insidersto those discourses.

His naming of why the Course has the focus it does appears in the paragraph
that introduces his report: "The goal is to help develop your YVritingskills,
to adapt to the new setting, an academic discourse community that is col-
lege." Quy then reflects on how the course works to achieve these goals:

This class is not all what r expected. Instead of conceritrating Ongrammar
it focuseson how to write expressivepapers usingyour background experi-
ences as a tool and build Onthem. For example, we have to write an essay
on our dis'coursecommunity by first taping an everyday conversation and
then transcribe it. After the conversation was transcribed, I was asked to
analyze it to find out what was being talked about. Who are the people?
Did they take turns? Why were they talking about it? I also haveto look at
what shared knowledge that an outsider would need to know in order tounderstand it.

After drawing from the example of a COurseassignment, he comments:

As you can see, the professor is alwaysconcerning with the what, how,and
why. Shewants us to dig deep into the subject and not just loolcingat the
surface.The teacher alwaysasks for the students'opinions about sometopic
or another. When s/he gives his opinions, the professor encouragesher/himto say more, to elaborate on it.

And he comes to see that, "How a class operates depends on what is valuein that class." ,

To see more of how this curriculum works and what it values, I'm go-
ing to turn back to Quy's-study of a familiar discourse community Out-
side of the university. For that study, Quy had chosen to t:mp_rJ'"",.rl n
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conversation at the family dinner table, translating it from Vietnamese
to English after he transcribed the tape. Guided by the now-shared con-
cepts within this tourse, he analyzes the conversation to discover what is
being talked about, why it is being talked about, and how it is being
talked about-looking at how each of these elements is shaped both by
the immediate context in which the conversation is taking place and by
the larger cultural context. He looks for what the participants know, as
insiders: for the shared knowledge, shared purposes, and shared ways of
carrying out this sort of conversation that insiders have in common but
that outsiders won't necessarily understand. He is helped in this enter-
prise by having members of his research group look at the transcribed
text with him, asking questions, as outsiders, about whatever they don't
fully understand.

Quy begins his analysis by circling repeated words in his transcription
to discover what is talked about. Here the words fall into several sets:
homework and home; class, classes, and school; study, dishes, allowance;
and Jazy, silly, crazy. Having read Spradley and Mann's (1978) study of
speech acts in a college bar, he identifies common speech acts: "of these
speech acts, asking probably is the most frequently being use at the dinner
time. My parents are very concern with their children's progress in school,
and these questions are routinely being asked to keep track of us." Ques-
tions are part of how this conversation is carried out, but who asks them
and the pattern of turn taking and responding are Significant as well, and
Quy looks at each contribution to the conversation, considering why it
appears. For example:

From the beginning of the transcript, you might have notice that the ques-
tion of "did you do your homework?" (In. I &In. 12)was asked twice.This
might seem normal in most families, but in mine it is weighted a little bit
heavier than most. My family considers very highly of education. We feel
that a good solideducation is the key to a successfulfuture and so it isalways
being regarded with the highest priority. This topic, more or less, is always
the first subject being discussed at the dinnertime, and sometimes it is the
only one.

Here Quy links what happens in this conversation with a larger pattern
for his family, one that represents both his family's beliefs and values and
those of a larger home culture:

In my family,like most Asian families, my father assumes to role of a leader,
a person who is in charge of the family.He is dominant in terms of decision
making: what he said goes. However, he does not like to talk much, he pre-
fersquiet and reading. However, if you look at the transcript you would no-
tice that my father seemed to be the one who did most of the talking. As I
~;lir!before. he speaks mostly at the dinnertime because he wants to be

• • .J .--~-~ \...~ ",~,,1r1 y<>thpr stav auiet
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so that we can study. Thus he alwayswants us stop talking to each other so
much and spend more time on studying. Although we don't always agree
with him, his words are usually final words. .

•• ,r..!

Quy entitles his final essay for this unit "Family Values." And he situates
his own family's exchanges within a larger sense of the nature of family
conversations that he has gained from his c1assmates."He now sees those
family values as common to all families, as well as to Asian families; "The
'what did you do today?' and 'did you do your homework?' are common
topics that I think everyone can relate to. My family is no different, only
that it is in another language and the expectations are higher."

This sort of work leads students to a clearer understanding of thecom-
plex nature of discourse competence-of the competence that allows
them to function as participants in the spoken and written conversations
of a variety of discourse communities. They can see the sorts of shared
knowledge that come into play in familiar discourse communities where
they function as insiders, and they perceive that similar elements are
likely to be at work in other communities to which they are still outsiders,
including academic ones. Although the close. analysis of conversations di:""t".
rects their attentiorl' to words and sentences, it also guides them to look at
how these connect to larger, more global patterns in any exchange. And ity
leads them to ~ake a link b~tween features of any particular text and the!
context that gives shape to It. . ,

SEEING ACADEMIC COURSES AS DISCOURSE
COMMUNITIES

Quywas able to apply some of these understandings in his study of the ac-
ademic discourse community constituted by his 101 cIass. Other stu-
dents, looking outward from that class to their experiences across the
curriculum, draw on these newly shared understandings in similar ways to
help them negotiate the terrain of their other courses. They too have
looked to understand the shared knowledge; shared purposes, and shared
ways of talking and writing within these intrOductory academic commu-
nities, and to see the ways in which their classes serve (or don't serve) to
introduce students effectively to the knowledge, purposes, and ways of
the larger academic discipline. In the process, they have seen themselves
applying some of their discourse competence from other settings to their
participation in this academic work, even as they come to understand that
competence in new ways.

Situating New Vocabulary in the Shared Knowledge
of the Classroom

Dorian, in writing about his earlier experiences in diScourses cornrnmj],
ties, recalls his isolation as a vounz teenafrer sneakin{! Albanian in a neioh,
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borhood where only English was spoken: "I didn't feel as part of that
discourse community because I couldn't speak its language and didn't
have the same tradition as the other people did. " He describes his strate-
gies for moving into a new, English-speaking world:

I remember seating down in my couch with the English book in my hands,
trying to learn the words that Icouldn't even pronounce. Often Iwould get
mad and throw the book away and think about my own language. Iremember
asking my father, "Why doesn't everyone speak the same language?" and he
would answer, "Because not everyone is the same."

As he begins to study his current experience in the academic setting of a
freshman seminar on "The Mind-Body Connection," Dorian worries at first
about the difficulty of the reading, that "these articles vocabulary was kind of
hard to understand." But as he goes on to observe specific moments of class-
room interaction and to see how shared knowledge, shared purposes, and
shared ways are created there, he discovers that the patterns of classroom dis-
course and the shared understanding that's created within them makes the
vocabulary-learning problem quite different from what itwas in his earlier
experience, because it is helped by/classroom interactions and participa-
tion." He goes on to describe how "the professor would go over the readings
with the students to make sure we understood every key concept and the-
ory," and how "the professor placed each one of us in different groups in
which we were able to discuss the articles and express our thoughts." He de-
scribes the work that groups did in defining and presenting particular con-
ceptsto the class, and his.own group's effort to define "excellence," and in the
process he begins to move comfortably into the academic style of the texts
he's been reading and writing: "According to Morgan, who was an illustrator,
excellence occurs when you use your brain to illustrate reality." .

In his final report on this classroom discourse community, Dorian fo-
cuses first on the "big picture":

[The course] provides a shared knowledge that allows you to understand
and read about a variety of topics. In terms of reading content, we traced
some key theories of the mind through Western and Eastern literature, an-
cient and modern. The course content focused on a) how our physical being
and our awareness of our physical being affect mental functions and also b)
h,9w directing the mind alters the body.

After reading an article by Chafe (1982) on some differences between
spoken and written language, Dorian comes to realize that it's not only
the classroom interaction patterns but specific features of the professor's
discourse style that have contributed to making the difficult concepts of
the readings part of the knowledge that students can share:

The vocabulary of this course was kind of hard to understand in the begin-
ning, specially reading Western and Eastern readings,but later on it got eas-
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ier as we went along. It got easier because of all the work that we did made
me an insider. Being an insider of this community Icould define key con-
cepts such as excellence, intelligence, schizophrenia, etc. that an outsider
would have a hard time with. The professor played an.important role in ex-
plaining those key concepts by using his informal speech which is easier to
understand. The informal speech that the professor used was similar to
Chafe's spoken ancr-wrnfeinangt1ages~-AS--CKiife-shmied in his~artitle he
found-ottt-tharsp6l<:eiilariguagewan~asier to understand but written is
more formal. By studying Chafe's article I found out that the professor of 'I
my course used involvement features in talking to tn?:J5t:'tht:'11l?:ter!ill 9t the I
reading accessible and make sure we understood the essential concept infor- !
matiori:-Be alotnat by giving us examples and talking about the different, .~
tests that observers have done in his own words. __~

As an insider who has also become aware of what's involved in shar-
ing one's insider knowledge with outsiders, Dorian also begins to re-
flect on his own goals and strategies as a writer. Having presented a
detailed analysis of the ways in which elements of the course build on
each other to create a larger framework of understanding, Dorian Com-
pares what he is trying to accomplish for his readers to what Rose has
tried to do in his study:

Just like Rose said, "Framing an argument or taking some else's argument
apart, systematically inspecting a document, an issue, or an event, syn-
thesizing different points of view, applying a theory to disparate phe-
nomena." In this particular quote Rose names some elements of what he
terms critical literacy. By doing this he wants to make Sure the reader
knows Some background towards the literacy. He feels that by giving the
readers some background they would feel as insiders. Ifthe--reagcrs un-
derstand the purpose of study in a discipline it vv()~lg beeasierfoFthem
to s~emore-deafly tFi-e-cOrrceprualfralTI~WO-flCt11ithe has be~n<lpplying. I
was tiyifigTO-ao--tire--sametIiIng-asJt6se-was;givereaClerssome point of
view in order for them to understand what this discourse community isabout.

By studying the ways in which discourse communities create and main-
tain shared knowledge through the patterns of their discourse, Dorian has
gained a richer understanding of what's involved in successful communi-
cation, not only among friends or between teacher and students, but be-
tween writer and reader. He now works consciously to create the shared
knowledge for his own readers that he himself depends on, and he sees the
ways in which others writers do the same. No longer isolated by language
or discourse, he now places himself in a conversation that, like many aca-
demic conversations, takes place in vvriting as well as in speaking and that
is shaped in interaction with other texts as well as with other people.
Seeing how he has become an insider to some classroom discourse com-

•munities, he is ready.to enter others.
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Discovering the Relationship of Language
and Discourse

Not all students find themselves to be insiders to their academic courses-
sometimes for reasons that surprise them. Abby, whose first language is
Spanish, focused her discourse community study on her family's use of
Spanglish (a study that led her to appreciate the beauty of her family's
"wild tongue"). As she turns her attention to her course on Hispanic
Writers in the U.S., she describes own initial "naive concept of a Spanish
class." As a Spanish speaker who had also studied Spanish throughout high
school, Abby expected to fit easily into the class, but "1 later realized I was
somewhat more of an outsider than an actual insider." Abby finds that her
fluent but nonacademic Spanish does not prepare her for the critical discus-
sion of literature. Here she captures a bit of that class discussion:

Class begins like every Monday, Wednesday and Friday at I :30. As usual the
professor arrives five minutes after. Puts her texts and notes in front of her as
though her life depended on it for reference. The discussions about a text on
immigration, exiles and memories within an author will take place as it has
been for the entire semester. The professor begins her lecture with the eight
students present. "Buenas tardes, como estan? Hoy empeamos can la
lectura de tropicalizacion. Quiero saber cuales son sus comentarios 0 critica
sobre el texto leido. Haber Abby que piensas?" That's Spanish for "Good af-
ternoon, how is everyone doing? Today we will start by going over the text
read: tropicalization. I would like to know what were your comments or
even criticism about the text. Let's see, what did you think Abby?"

After reflecting on her own uncertainty in this moment and her own mem-
ories of immigration and exile when she came to the mainland United
States from Puerto Rico as a young child, Abby goes on to recount more of
the classroom discussion, translating the other students' comments into
English for the readers in her writing class:

"I think tropicaJization is different-it's basically coming in terms with is-
sues of Latin America." (Student 1) This is one of the answers the profes-
sor gets from the most outspoken person in the class. While the other
immediately responds, "I thought with the title we were going to learn
about the Caribbean-hoping something positive. After having read that I
found it to be a way of boxing-out types of people." (Student 2). During
the course of the discussion I noticed how both students tried being in con-
trol over the class by commenting, agreeing and disagreeing with the text,
while the professor jumps to a passage of the text: "Drawing on the value of
transculturation as the dynamic, mutual influence that a subordinate and
a dominant culture effect upon each other in the contact zone ... " (Pratt),
thereafter picking up a chalk and writing other concepts that connect one
wav or another with what this passage is emphasizing. While lost in the
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term tropicalization, I am only left to somehow put alJ this information to-
gether to figure out what is talked about.

Abby too is discovering that moving from one setting to/Another involves
more than moving between languages. She is having difficulty with a style
of academic discourse that is syntactically dense, with specialized vocabu-
lary that is not opened up and translated by the professor into the infor-
mal language that will make it accessible (as happened in Dorian's class).
She is also uncomfortable with a competitive style of class discussion,
rather than one that is collaborative and exploratory. Although Abby's
personal experience is much like those represented in the Course readings,
there appears to be little space in this Course for her to draw on that expert, .
ence and make her Own connections.

Abby also turns to Rose to frame her own experience:

My sentiment can also be compared to that of "Politics of Remediation"
from Lives on the Boundary by Mike Rose. In it he talks about the inside/out-
side knowledge in an academic discourse community and says "this sense
of linguistic exclusion can be complicated by various cultural differences."
(154) What I am..~mphasizing here is that I might dislik.e this class for its
linguistic exclusion. Having been a student of the course, Hispanic Writers
in the U.S., I realized the oae place I really thought I was an insider I actu-
ally turned out to be more of an outsider. The language of the Course is not
one I share with the rest of the class, although the issues are similar. I am
not comfortable with the constant competition in order to have the last
word or to be "pOlitically correct." Perhaps Hispanic poet Sandra MariaEstevez said it best:

I am two parts/a person
Boricua/spic
Past and Present
Alive and oppressed
Given a cultural beauty
'" and robbed of cultural identity.

It is unfortunate thatAbby's course has reinforced her sense of exclusion
and outsiderness. Yet her close attention to the discourse of the texts she
has been reading has given her a new discourse strategy for representing
that very confusion in ways appropriate to academic writing, drawing
another text into her own in order to represent what she would say.
Though she may feel ill at ease in the classroom conversation, she has be-
gun to see how to craft a conversation of her own, one that brings to-
gether different texts, read in different classes, to create new
understandings of her Own experience that she in turn will share wi th the
readers in her writing class-expanding their knowledge of some aspects
of the Latina experience.
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Finally, Sophia, a young Korean woman who arrived in the United States
2 years ago after havirig lived with her family in Argentina, and who re-
sponded to Abby's studies of her family's Spanglish with accounts of her
own family's typical blending of three languages-Korean, Spanish, and
English-shows us the academic discourse community of a large introduc-
tory lecture course in Sociology. She too has taped moments of classroom
discussion and she explores the ways in which these discussions work to
bring students into not only the specific shared knowledge of the course
but the larger frameworks of the discipline:

The subject that we are covering at this moment is the religion. In our
course book, religion is described as following: "Religion has been de-
fined as any set of coherent answers to the dilemmas of human existence
that makes the world meaningful. It has also been defined as a system of
beliefs and rituals that serves to bind people together into a social group."
(W. Kornblum, 288)

For the introduction of this chapter, the Plofessor asked a question to the
class. The question was "How does sociologytalk about the belief system?"
Later, she mentioned two major sociologicalperspectives, functional theory
and conflict theory, relating to this topic. Severalhands went up rapidly and
students were enthusiastic to answer that question. There Wereinteresting
but different answers.

Student 1: "1think that religion supports the functional theory. It provides
spiritual needs."

Student 2: "Give hope to people. That might be good for society."

Student 3: "The religion keeps the community tight."
Student 4: "Marx is right. AIlcontributions of churches go to pastors. They

, teach people to contribute because that is part of there reverence to God,
but the church's pastors were the most rich in town.

Student 5: "I don't like the statement that the religion makes people in peace
because if we study history, many wards were caused by different religions.

Sophia not only captures the exchanges of students in her sociology class,
she observes other aspects of the students' in!eraction and the professor's
response:

, While students were doing comments, other students listened them care-
fully and they tried to look the face of students who are speaking. The pro-
fessor also listened them carefully and she had an eye contact with the
student who is doing comment. Then she repeated their main points and
mentioned if she was agreed or disagreed. Later, she,related student's
tholtll'ht to the different social perspectives.
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Sophia discovers that this classroom, although large and without the
opportunities for small-group work that Dorian's class offered, does pro-
vide an effective bridge between students' own understandings and the
shared knowledge of the discipline, and moving from this typical moment
in the classroom, she traces out what it contributes to an understanding of
two larger sociological perspectives on the problems of human SOciety,the
functionalist perspective and conflict theory. She sees the purpose of the
course as guiding students to an understanding of those perspectives as
well as an understanding of how they can be applied to various social is-
sues. And she finds that the patterns of classroom discourse, with engaged
debate accompanied by polite and respectful responses from both teacher
and students, encourage an exchange of ideas and a use of new terms that
has allowed her to move from outsider to insider. She agrees with the com-
ments of Eric (the humanities student whose experience in Physics 101
Tobias studied), quoting: "'Thel>f~1£!<l~~~S!ha~ we~eclas~esin which I
was c,,~~~~Yz~ngag~22~~2~,~!11.I1!lyg1,1t:~t1911ii5g,<triQPtishingthe'limits of
the subject and myself' (S. Tobias, courseb()?k'E.139)."Al1d she con-
c1udes:~-"St[idents expcrieTIces-andopini6ns areex{iemdyiirlportant in
thi~,course~Tl5eHeveihafsTuden{swfi6'paiticlpate in this 'debate' are the
mosfTnS1aefS7tEm$=:£r~§§J=:Qlt~:ij1~JfiE;~crass-IS~al1-excrtTDgClebate.'"

In studying her Sociology class, SopfiIi'Everycorlscious of the extent
to which she is getting the big picture of what work in this discipline is
about-its purposes and theories and ways of tbinking, learning, and talk-
ing/writing about the world. Her sense of her growing inside mess to this
work is confirmed in an aSSignment for her writing class-to find an arti-
cle ina sociology journal that interested her but that had not been as-
signed for her class, and to gloss it as a reader who had entered the
discipline but who was not yet a full insider to the scholarly community
represented in its academic journals. Reading an article on social stratifi-
cation, she finds, "1was familiar with vocabularies, terms and expressions
that were commonly used in sociology field and also able to recognize the
definitions and its meanings." By the end of her study, she realizes that: "J
have become extremely interested in this field because the study of sociol-
ogy has improved my perspectives of human behavior in SOcietyby learn-
ing different points of view represented in the history of sociology."

Like Dorian and Abby, Sophia has also been learning a great deal about
how academic conversations go on in writing, and about her own work as
a writer in an academic setting. At the end of the semester, Sophia com-
ments on the work she has done in this unit:

Bycompleting all the assignment for this unit, I found out that I, as awriter,
had to analyze and be specific to write a presentation for the community
that I'm belong to. I have the responsibility to the reader (the outsider) to
givehim/her understanding of what my ADe [academic discoursecommu_
nity] is like and what the reader should know to feel as an insider.Before
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writing my final paper of my academic discourse community, 1asked ques-
tions like, "What could be an typical behavior in my sociologyclass?What
terms have to be expJained for the outsider? Is there any connections with
other essayson differentADC in the coursepacket?" and so forth. This type
ofwork helped me to improvemywriting skillsbecause l1earned howto use
detailed examples, including explanations of typical moment in my ADC
and to make connections with other information.

IMPLICATIONS

~t:~t can,,:,.~1t;:ar.uJI2BL~~~~~~tudellts' stu~ies of their classroom aca-
demic ~iscCit1~~~comllltlrli~i,~S.!I1~Ic~ilfl.~lp\iS?as their professors, to ease
their entry as re"adersarid writers into the varied discourse communities
they will find across the disciplines?

. .... Fromp?Ei"~I1'sstudy,"wecan see theimportance of opening up the
;J(l~nguage ()f.~b~Jexts ..yyeassigI1:-:-.2Lg~y~~g.students"~~~ ()pportunit:r to

. J\\:WQ~l~~~t~"~~s"~?rd~ a::~"~~~~~~cep~s ~~y~i~dintJiem and to n~gotiate
thelX.rll.~:1DmgslIT-dISCUSSIOnwith each other"asthey come to use them
and make tnem-ili'eir:own:We-can'also see something of the way a pro-
fessor's discourse style can serve as a means of translation-not between
languages (because for students in our college classrooms it's rarely lan-
guage alone that's the problem) but between discourses-between the
compressed, densely packed, and distant language of many academic
readings and the broken-out style of ordinary conversation-full of in-
volvement features like frequent rewordings and expressions like "you
know" that serve as an ongoing audit of whether shared understanding is

really being created.I~ From Abby's study, we can see what happens when we don't make
\ space for students to negotiate the discourse of academic readings in their
\ ..Own terms, to mi!l~S9_n.Il'!ctions-b.etw_~~!!:_~!te1~?,..~'l~cl:g~_th.~Y~ringtothe

-, ....~\ classr?o~," ~~~. t~_~~_:~_~~f\~~ledge.th~t vv.~":E~_~i.~g.~Q"<:r(!?:~(!.tlieie,.a~d
when we don tma1<.e space somehow (through group work, through m-
cl,,=~~r::g.~6~~_?~in~~ing=t11a~-=il:l1()VVS-'stUdehtStbeXpress
th ei!"\,l;riQ.~r§~!:~l.~g~~!':~TI~lLQ}Yl1:VVQf9:s;met tQ~ho,re the11lwith others)
for.~s.~~~entsto cornfortablyenter the con~ersation. Having called on
Abby, the"teaChefwould probably be'surptised to learn of Abby's feeling
of exclusion from the classroom conversation. Yet Abby has identified
some of the elements-the assumption that everyone is ready to use terms
like tropicalization comfortably, the sense of competition in students' con-
tributions-that leave her unable to voice in the classroom the thoughts
in her head. That the discussion takes place in Spanish, her native lan-
guage, highlights the fact that it is discourse, not language per se, that
most positions our students as outsiders or insiders.

c ~~h, 'l' c st ndv affirms that making space for student voices, giving them
. ,._ ~~n;nct thf' concepts we would
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have them learn, anSL"YY:Qrls:in.g_l1'ith_t.p,emconstantly to create a shared big-
ger.picture cannot only make them feenik:e-illsi~ers"toaparti(;ular class-
rooTl1E:()l111l11JI1ity..but.can, engage.theitJQIlg:lerIl1 iI1ter(!st. and ..e~cite their
sens~ of possibili~ies thatacademicstudyoffers. Sophia, like OBrian, also
shows us that stud~nts c:muse their discourse experiences as both insiders
and outsiders to different communities to ~~~ol115:.E.:0r~...~:vvare,not only of
howthey~r~p()~~tiQ£l"t:9:,~~_r~_(l~~rS'?t1talso?~hat they need to provide as.
writers, to create the background knowledge needed to bring readers into
the conversa.fi6riTharaily-written·.textinvite~ •.

Though many of these understandings have emerged from other research
on students' experiences across the curriculum (see Spack, 1997, for a sum-
mary), these studies were carried out by the students themselves. "What they
allsl10w is that students will be~n to become insi?ers to our academic dis-
cQ.urse-communiti{ls~reaa::aiRLWtit~'ahd think ih the ways that we value in
th()seSC?lllIXlllnities,when.we invit~. them to join us in our inquiry-to read
ana¥nit~"~!:<:L~!!!kJ-Vlt~~s,not just to us abollt the things we would discover
anuunderstand. These sTudentsflave'snoWIi. how engagement in one area of
inqUiry"lhfOffiFocomplex nature of discourse competence and the ways in
which it ismanifested in different discourse communities-can offer new un-
derstandings that can facilitate their movement into new ones. Comparable
engagement in meaningful inquiry in other disciplines is likely to have the
same effect of facilitating both the!r movement toward insiderness and their
understanding of what insiderness means.

Finally, I would like to return to the question of what it means to be an
ESOL student who is writing for courses across the curriculum. It is signif-
icant, I think, that, although all of these students highlighted their ESOL
background at some moment in their early inquiry Into their experience as
insiders or outsiders to different discourse communities, background is
not named in three of these four final studies of academic discourse com-
munities. Quy, who began his semester worried about whether his English
would be. good enough for successful academic performance, no longer
sees his work, even in a writing class, from this perspective. It is striking
that nowhere in his account of his experience asa member of the academic
discourse community of English 101 does he identify himself as a non-na-
tive speaker of English. Rather, he emphasizes commonalties:

Fromthe beginning of the class, all students are strangers to each other, so
they are outsiders to the discourse.... I could tell that Iwas not the only one
who wasnervous and did not like the wholeconceptof speaking out to the
rest of the class on the first day.... The semester is coming to an end, and I
feelmore likean insider now. 1know almost all ofmyclassmatesand am not
at all uncomfortable speaking to them.

.' Dorian sees himself as an insider to a particular classroom community.
.Sophia is beginning to identify herself as a potential sociology major.
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Even Abby, who feels more sharply the ways in which she is situated be-
tween languages, now sees the relationship between language and her

• identity as a student as much more complex.I ~@~h_?i!~~s.~_s.1;1Jd~J!tsbJ!$,4t~f2Y~r:~g!lgt().!1ly0~!a.,~g~rpatterns that
. I characterize the ways their courses work and the values they represent,I bu~~tr~!I~Q\.YIT2!?-'£~,IDlhin.1h~...~~~c:l~mif,4!~<:g¥rs~..C::Qmmnnitiesthese

. courses represent. They b:.~y"~,~~t~ip.i!.t::.~qjD-~~RQls.~njln<:l..writt(!nfgl1:yer-
sations_'.'\1th()thCE_§tlld~nts.V\T~o have studied the,9:i§<::()1J.fSepatterns and
snared kncnvledge.and varuesortheircou.rses-~~ross.arang~,()f.~S:~<;leinic
dis.C:!PIlfg~~jn:similar,cw-ay~;=The'snare-dJraiffew6tlCpro"idesabridgethat
connects stu~ents' priO!,1~5?~1~Q.g~~~!Ic:t~~penences'outsideof academic
seIti~gs to tfiei~ej:p:erIences,and __dt':Y~19l?~~g:1<.h~owle-cig~~'Yi~~il1them,as
the)ifeffaffiethose experiences in academic'terms: And this helps stu-
dents to see how their prior knowledge of how to function as an insider
at a discourse level in nonacademic communities in any language builds
underlying competence that provides a base for their participation in ac-
ademic communities. In bringing together students' experiences of aca-
demic discourse communities across the. curriculum , this inquiry allows
students to perceive h()~_mll_chjs.cm~mQnjt'l all studentsacademic ex-
periences, not unique to the experiences of ESOI's'tudehts; as they move
from outsider to insider in new classroom and.disciplinary communities.
And it lets them see that, like families, the academic discourse communi-
ties of introductory courses have both similar concerns and notable dif-
ferences, that these can be shaped both by the immediate situation of a
particular class and professor and by the larger beliefs, values, and
shared purposes that arise within an academic disciplines. Finally this
inquiry into discourse communities allows students to discover that
they ~..n~com_~~nts rather than passive receivers oftheir0'YJ1~9:~ca-
ti6Ifjl~.they"begin,tolool('afililyt.ically andcritically~f~h~t!J1siclerriess
means in thedifferent:l<::a~emic communities they explore in their own

. ongoing studies. ''- ..' .. ..
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